Development of Percutaneous Endoscopic Lumbar Discectomy (PELD) Technology in China
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Abstract

Introduction: The history and development of endoscopic spine surgery (PELD) in China is reviewed. Its significance and effect is predicted to have great implications for advancing spine care in China’s working and aging population. Percutaneous spine technology was introduced simultaneously from Japan and the United states by Hijikata and Kambin in the early 1980s. It was called Arthroscopic Microdiscectomy (AMD). The access portal was called “Kambin’s Triangle, with the discectomy technique through a “safe” puncture portal through an anatomical triangular zone in the foramen bordered by the facet and foraminar ligament dorsally, the exiting nerve ventrally, and the endplate of the caudal margin of the triangle.

Method: An expanded indication for the transfemoral Kambin technique was introduced to China by Anthony Yeung in 1998, and its evolution and contribution to modern minimally invasive spine care, called the Yeung Endoscopic Spine System (YESS™) technique, is reviewed. The percutaneous technique has been adopted by surgeons as well as non-surgeons who also undergo surgical training in their rehabilitation programs who integrate the technique through their various affiliations in China for painful degenerative conditions of the spine.

Results: The efficacy of the endoscopic technique has evolved significantly since Kambin, with additional contributions by Chinese surgeons and key opinion leaders of surgical and non-surgical Chinese associations that have co-existed, but are focused on providing treatment options for the Chinese population for centuries. Western Medicine has provided great influence on Chinese medicine, but a significant percentage of the Chinese population still cling to traditional treatment, embracing both Old and New methods. With respect to modern surgical techniques, surgeons and no surgeons are cooperative, and focus on results while working together. They recognize that with endoscopic spine surgery, it is important to maintain a success rate comparable to traditional western open surgery with less surgical morbidity utilizing the endoscope. Peer reviewed papers are emerging from China, using the EBM guidelines of Western Journals.

Conclusion: A rapidly increasing number of surgeries along with improving results will continue to drive this minimally invasive surgical method to China that bridges the gap between non-surgical pain management, physical medicine, and surgical intervention that focuses on the patho-anatomy and patho-physiology of spinal conditions of pain. This will be known as “surgical pain management, a term coined by Dr. Anthony Yeung. Future developments will continue to drive the adoption of endoscopic surgery as a significant advancement for Chinese medicine and surgery.
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Effect of Endoscopic Spine Surgery in China

Conservative treatment of low back pain has been a mainstay of Chinese medicine that traditionally incorporates Chinese massage, physical therapy, acupuncture, physical medicine, and other non-invasive and traditional Chinese exercise modalities. With the recent influence of Western culture and the increased exchange of Chinese and Western surgery techniques, Western procedures for treating low back pain has spread, and embraced by China. Percutaneous Endoscopic Lumbar Discectomy (PELD) technology in particular, in the past 10 years has flourished. This article chronicles the effect of the boom.

PELD technology was introduced simultaneously from Japan and the United states by Hijikata and Kambin in the early 1980s. It was called Arthroscopic Microdiscectomy (AMD) [1,2]. The access portal was called “Kambin’s Triangle, with the discectomy technique through a “safe” puncture fenestration through an anatomical triangular zone bordered by the facet and foraminar ligament dorsally, the exiting nerve ventrally and the endplate of the caudal margin of the triangle. The disc was entered through a cut - aspiration technique using co-axial fluoroscopic guidance. Dr. Tian, a Chinese surgeon treated LDH patients with a percutaneous non-coaxial AMD technique [3,4]. The technique, however, had not been not widely recognized and applied.
In 1997 Dr. Anthony Yeung, by introducing a multi-channel flow integrated spine scope system with a working channel endoscope, advanced Kambin's transforaminial procedure. His coaxial endoscopic technique, with emphasis on endoscopic visualization of patho-anatomy, was introduced to China in 1998 at the 306 Military Hospital of the PLA in Beijing. Surgeons trained by Dr. Yeung first applied this technology, resulting in more than reported 200 cases reported in the Chinese literature with favorable minimally invasive endoscopic treatment outcomes. In 1998 Dr. Qiu in Taiwan followed Anthony Yeung's teaching. He visited Anthony Yeung to learn the technology and his “inside out” YESS technique [5]. Xifeng Zhang, at the 301 PLA hospital, gradually incorporated a variety of transforaminial as well as translaminar approaches to improve access to various patho-anatomy and by different angles transforaminally and, in order to overcome the technical difficulty of individual cases and to overcome the lack of specialized flexible pituitary forceps and flexible shavers utilized by Yeung. Essentially, the pathology was targeted through serial dilatation and out-sides in trephining favored by the Thessys technique. Zhang also launched and studied the safety of the Far and Extreme lateral approach to the Lumbar spine, introduced by Ruetten that was presented at the SAS annual meeting in Berlin. Zhang emphasized the dangers of a pure extreme lateral approach published in spine by Ruetten that may result in a risk of injury to the abdominal and visceral organs if used indiscriminately without consideration of individual anatomic differences. He later utilized an endoscopic transforaminar approach for lumbar the L5-S1 disc because it was more easily approached transforaminally. With this approach, he was able to carry out percutaneous endoscopic posterolateral fusion as well as intalaminar fusion. His PELD cases so far total 680 cases. Good/Excellent results were obtained from a follow-up rate of 89.2%. The technique spread outside Beijing after several Chinese conferences promoted and expanded the technology. PELD gained general recognition and acceptance as a standard of care. In April 2007 Dr. Yue Zhou organized in Chongqing, the "First Percutaneous Transforaminal International symposium" [6]. In June 2007, Dr. Guohua Lu held the Second National Conference on Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery in Changsha, also presenting the International Forum of endoscopic spinal surgery". In September 2008, the meeting was organized again in Chongqing, a "Third National Conference on Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery". In April 2010, the Beijing 301 Hospital organized the “2010 International Spine Surgery Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery Symposium with study courses” [7]. These meetings have caused PELD technology using both transforaminal and translaminar endoscopic techniques to become widely accepted in China.

Until recently, orthopedic spine surgeons performed most of the spine surgeries. Spine surgeons learned and also independently evolved the endoscopic technique since Kambin. With the spreading of this technique, not just spine surgeons now perform endoscopic spine surgery, but pain physicians, neurosurgeons, traditional Chinese medical doctors, and interventional doctors are adopting the technique. Some follow the Thessys technique of Hoogland, and others follow the YESS technique. Other systems followed, marrying Hoogland's outside-in technique while adopting a "targeted" technique that is dependent on accessing the patho-anatomy by whatever methods the surgeon feels most comfortable and familiar with. Many academic organizations were established, and conferences and study courses about endoscopic technique were held nearly every weekend in China.

The hospitals that adopted endoscopic spine surgeries developed from the first several hospitals to almost all levels and grades of hospitals in China and even some private clinics. More and more Chinese surgeons went abroad to participate in some international academic conferences about endoscopic spine surgeries and exchange experiences. In China, many local government health insurance began to cover parts of the cost of spinal endoscopic surgery, which also supported the development of this technology. The cost of endoscopic spine surgery was different in different hospitals. And the average cost is between $3000 to $4000 USD [8]. The minimum can be as low as $1500, and the maximum is not more than $7000.

An estimated number of spine surgeries in China in a year are 500,000-600,000, of which 50,000-60,000 are endoscopic surgeries. Although it is only about 10% of all spine surgeries, this proportion continues to increase rapidly each year. In 2010, less than 30 surgeons performed endoscopic spine surgery by few doctors who can finish more than 100 cases in a year. In 2016, nearly 200-300 doctors perform endoscopic spine surgery with more than 100 surgeons able to successfully complete more than 100 cases /year. Some surgeons have finished more than 500 cases. Due to its sheer size, China may soon, if not already, be the country with the largest number of cases performed each year.

The indications for surgery are constantly being expanded with the development of new equipment, along with evolving surgical skills and surgical techniques. The conditions treated range from discogenic pain to contained lumbar disc herniation to migrated disc herniation, calcified prominent annular protrusions, foraminal and canal spinal stenosis [8]. All degenerative conditions are now being treated endoscopically. In the early stages, endoscopic spine surgery was used only in the lumbar spine, but in the recent years endoscopic spine surgery is successfully used in the cervical spine and thoracic spine [9]. This technique is now also utilized not just for degenerative spinal diseases, but spinal tuberculosis, infectious disease, spinal fractures, and spinal tumors [10].

Thanks to Dr. Anthony Yeung's introduction of his endoscopic technical inventions, endoscopic endoscope design, his creation of selective endoscopic philosophy™ [11], and his expansion of the technique, along with his perseverance of teaching and promotion in China, endoscopic MIS surgery is becoming mainstream. The current technology brings proficiency and greater standardization of the technique so that surgeries can be performed earlier in the lumbar disease process for discogenic pain, contained herniations and annular tears, called selective endoscopic discectomy™ and thermal annuloplasty. Other exciting modern advances, such as Biologics and Robotics, are ideal for incorporation by endoscopy and currently embraced and developed by Dr. Yeung [12]. Most surgeries can be completed within 1 hour. Speed may be a factor to avoid prolonged traction and irritation of sensitive nerves such as the dorsal root ganglion. Advances such as artificial intelligence for robotics application under development by Dr. Yeung will help standardize endoscopic spine surgery to the extent that is may become a new standard on MIS spine care. Dr. Xifeng Zhang, due to the simplicity of many conditions treated, has, in 1 day, performed up to 16 operations [13]. Because of the many advantages of endoscopic techniques, incorporating simplicity, less surgical morbidity, rapid recovery, and a minimal complication rate at least comparable but even less when compared to open surgery, the technology is being increasingly welcomed by Chinese doctors. In just a few years, the country now has hundreds of hospitals with endoscopic equipment [14]. We believe this technology is ideal for China, as it will reach more people who are currently underserved. The improving results will continue to drive
this minimally invasive surgical method that will bridge the gap between interventional pain management [15], spine rehabilitation and surgical intervention that focuses on the patho-anatomy and patho-physiology of spinal conditions of pain. The Chinese Medical Association has developed interest in incorporating this technology under its umbrella. Public/private joint partnerships for minimally invasive spine care are being developed [16,17].
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